16 Sep: The *Prayerful* Lawyer (Phil 1:1-5)

9 Oct: LCF National Conference in Oxford - The *Productive* Lawyer (Phil 1:1-11), The *Contented* Lawyer (Phil 4:10-23), plus workshops, seminars and more!

11 Nov: The *Ambitious* Lawyer (Phil 1:12-30)

13 Jan: The *Servant* Lawyer (Phil 2:1-11)

10 Feb: The *Distinctive* Lawyer (Phil 2:12-18)

10 Mar: The *Honourable* Lawyer (Phil 2:19-30)

12 May: The *Discerning* Lawyer (Phil 2:1-11)

9 June: The *Progressive* Lawyer (Phil 3:12-4:1)

7 July: The *Practising* Lawyer (Phil 4:9)

“And I am sure of this, that he who began a good work in you will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.”

Philippian 1:6
The LCF has a long history of uniting, equipping & encouraging members for their legal workplaces. In 2021/22 we invite you to join us.
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